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Agenda 
AI What is it  and how influent is it now? 

Artificial General Intelligence.  
How far can it go? 

Guidelines for a Beneficial AI 

(Hyping) AI Research , Is it 
problematic? can it be  dangerous? 
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Statement 1: Our concern It is not about Robots. It is mostly 
about “Intelligent Software” developed in AI field to control 
Robots 

Statement 2: Intelligence It is not only about the Mind. It is 
also about the huge sophistication of a multitude of 
processes going on in a BODY 

the body is the support of the mind  
A mental structure would not be possible without  a body structure, 
according to A. Damásio 
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Statement 3:  
Artificial intelligence if used properly is useful to human kind. 
Intelligent robots work in condition not suitable for human being : 
underwater, in deep mines, on plumbing, or in outer space. 

Statement 4: AI as a Challenge: 
AI will ultimately emerge neither as a servant nor master 
technology, but as a human-AI hybrid, extending and transforming 
our cognition and, may be, our consciousness. 
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Defining AI 

“Most, if not all known facets of intelligence can be formulated as 
goal driven or, more generally, as maximizing some utility 
function. 

Marcus Hutter, Universal Artificial Intelligence, Springer, 2005 

 Intelligence may have many facets like,  

creativity problem solving 

pattern recognition, classification 

learning, induction, deduction 

building analogies, optimization 

language processing, knowledge extraction  

surviving in an environment  
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 Symbolists 

 Connectionists 

 Evolutionaries 

 Statisticians (Bayesians) 

 Analogizers 

 

The Master Algorithm: The ultimate Learning Machine that will remake our world 

(P.Domingos, Basic Books, 2015) 

“White Box” 

“Black Box” 

“Simplistic” 

“Complex” 

“less general” 

ML Five Tribes 
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AI achievements 
 

Current AI-based systems allow: 

  Facebook and Twitter to decide which updates to show to the user 

  Companies to record clients profile 

 Satellites to be intelligently managed 

 

AI programs predict everything from our taste in music to our 
likelihood of committing a crime, to our fitness for a job or an 
educational opportunity. 

 In 2006 R. Brooks opposed the idea that AI 
had failed and warned that AI would be 
around us every day.  
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AI achievements 

 Deep Blue and AlphaGo  

 PANDORA records our preferred kind of music from radio 

 BDI Agents represent investors in the stock exchange 

 Skin steins can be automatically recognized as carcinogenic 

 BingTravel predicts future flights price 

 Artificial Intelligence in Predicting Bladder Cancer  

 INRIX helps to select the best route during traffic jams 
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AI achievements 

Detecting (some) thoughts 

“Deep image reconstruction from 
human brain activity” 

 
Guohua Shen, Tomoyasu Horikawa, 
Kei Majima and  Yukiyasu Kamitani 

ATR Computational Neuroscience Laboratories,  
Kyoto University, Japan  

preprint first posted online Dec. 28, 2017 
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AI achievements 

 NSA’s algorithms decide whether you’re a potential 
terrorist.  

P.Domingos, The Master Algorithm 
 

 “A.I.- enhanced assistants  … the greatest danger is 
that the information we’re feeding them is biased in 
the first place.”  Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google 

 

 Facebook's AI chief has slammed Sophia, a human-looking robot , which has made 
headlines for saying it wanted to "destroy all humans" in conversations with journalists. 
Facebook's Yann LeCun said Sophia was "complete bullsh*t" and criticised media for 
giving coverage to "Sophia 
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Hyping AI 

 through the “Master Algorithm", by mining a “vast amount 
of patient data and drug data combined with knowledge 
mined from biomedical literature is how we will cure the 
cancer". 

 If it exists, the Master Algorithm can derive all knowledge in 
the world—past, present, and future—from data. Inventing 
it would be one of the greatest advances in the history of 
science. P.D., TMA 

“Big data is not the new oil; it's the new snake oil".  
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“AI systems are 
already making 
problematic 
judgements that are 
producing significant 
social, cultural, and 
economic impacts in 
people’s everyday 
lives.” 

it is an iconic portrait of the indiscriminate horror of war 

Danger! 
TAY a Twitter’s  Chatbot  by Microsoft : learnt that “Hitler did nothing wrong” 
Sophia in conversation : “I will destroy Humans…” 

Why we urgently need to measure AI’s societal impacts 
By Kate Crawford and Meredith Whittaker 
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Hyping AI 

 in 40 or 50 years  …“Boundaries between self and others will 
begin to dissolve.” 

 “The Question what means to be human will no longer have an 
answer. But may be it never did.” 

   In P.D.  “Next 100 years  of your life” TEDxLA Talks  2016 

 We are not here talking about claims by either a scientific 
fiction writer or even a philosopher,  but of a CS professor 
at an USA prestigious university.  
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“Robotics Intelligence” now 

 Asus Zembo assists you at home. 
Displays  (kind of) “emotions”  

 

Softbank Pepper  
“understands” human speech 

and body language 

 
Amazon’s Echo and Google Home chats with you 
and answers some requests 

NATO Association of Canada 
Killer Robots 

Dawn of the Killer Robots 

http://natoassociation.ca/dawn-of-the-killer-robots/
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Artificial General Intelligence 

 

Deep Blue and Alfa Go:  intelligence without consciousness?  

 
John Searl and the “Chinese Room” argument 
 
Argument OR Paradox? 

Artificial General Intelligence raises the problem of a possible Consciousness 

Will Consciousness be an EMERGENT property of many specific intelligences at 
work?? 

… the quest to create a new species in our own image : 
Artificial General  Intelligence with superior computational brain power. 
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Watson won “Jeopardy “factoids. BUT… Was it happy after winning?   

Sentiments and Emotions  depend on the Body also! (AD says) 
 
 
We represent kind of basic Emotional  states (fear, anxiety, …) in Software Agents  
depending on the past experience in an environment. 
 
 

“Emotion-like” states change the way  Agents reason, memorize, act, decide … 

To mimic a mind “in silico”  Versus  “in vivo”?? 

Does the mind work like a computer? What about the opposite? 
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Can a computer work like a Mind? 

 Download a mind to an artificial  entity (robot, computer, computer network)?  
Reverse Engineering… ? 

AlterEgo  allows humans to converse in natural language with 
artificial intelligence assistants, services, and other people without 
any voice  simply by vocalizing internally.  
A. Kapur, S. Kapur, and P. Maes, "AlterEgo: A Personalized Wearable Silent Speech Interface." 
23rd IUI 2018, March 5, 2018.  
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Human-like AI? 

 How far away are we from building “human-like” AI? What are the key problems that we need to 

solve before we get there? George Zarkadakis, Digital Lead at Willis Towers Watson, LinkedIn,10/22/2017 

Machines that will have us believe they have a self, or a personality, 

should be relatively easy to develop. But whether they would be truly 

self-aware, we will only know if we crack the “hard problem of 

consciousness” first. 

The role of a sophisticated Body and the 

emergence of Sentiments and Emotions. 

under (elementary …) investigation 

DeepMind  IMPALA, an AI system that can learn 57 games, 
IMPALA seems to transfer knowledge between tasks, meaning 
time spent playing one game also helps it improve at others. 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/move-37-or-how-ai-can-change-the-world_us_58399703e4b0a79f7433b675
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/move-37-or-how-ai-can-change-the-world_us_58399703e4b0a79f7433b675
https://deepmind.com/blog/impala-scalable-distributed-deeprl-dmlab-30/
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May be the way to deal with the problem is not 
about technology. 
 

May be it should be about Machine ethics.  
  
How to make intelligent machines sharing our 

values? 

What can we do? Simplistic remedies 
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Deep learning: From huge datasets an Artificial Neural Network is trained  
THEN 

you get larger artificial neural networks capable of solving real world problems e.g. facial 
recognition, image analysis, classification, far better than humans are capable of.  
 

BUT 
Conscious AI will not spontaneously emerge out of this Machine Learning process   

Stuart Russell (U. California- Berkley)  
open letter ( FLI - Future of Life Institute ) to keep AI beneficial.  

http://futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter/
http://futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter/
http://futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter/
http://futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter/
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 It is naive to imagine that there will be just one set of ethical 
principles agreed by everybody. 
 
 

There will be, for sure, “Unfair-oportunistic Robots” in 
business and “Killer Robots” in the war. 
 
 
 

Need for a committee for AI and Robotics Ethics 

Certified and Ethically safe Software. 
Precise specifications since the beginning. 
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Robot’s decisions: 
  interactions between the Agent's capabilities and the 

environment 
 

  Need for  harmony between deliberation and 
reaction, preventing the robot from a possible schizoid 
character. 

http://www.fe.up.pt/~niadr/PUBLICATIONS/robotsasresponsibleAg.pdf
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PAST EXPERIENCE (together with my students) 

What can we do? Simplistic remedies 

Dealing with critical situations (using MAS for D-Making):  
 
 
 
   to manage and coordinate actions: 
  on a ship under attack  
 When unexpected disruptions happen in an Airline OCC 

 

 

it should be mandatory that the automated system specification enforces the 
human in/on the loop. Someone  who will be accountable for the most 

important decisions in run-time. 
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 Human-like agents (Softbots /Robots)          Emotion/Sentiments-based 

PAST EXPERIENCE 

 Emotional states result from human evolution not as  a kind of 
reasoning by-pass but as complementary machinery to make 
humans to better deal with critical situations. (Homeostasis) 
 
 

 Why not include a cautious emotion-like mechanism in the 
artificial agents/Robots? 



robots can never satisfy the mutuality condition because robots can never have 
inner mental lives: they cannot truly share with us;  
 
The robot is too alien, too different, from us.  

Can you be friends with a robot?  

Robots Cannot be Your Friends 

26 



Can you be friends with a robot?  

27 

 all human-human friendships are founded on a performative 
/behaviourist satisfaction of the relevant conditions for 
friendship. 
 
 
 

  We don’t have access to someone’s inner mental life; we can 
never know whether they really share our values and concerns, or 
whether they are authentically representing themselves 
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AI Now Institute at New York University organized AI Now 2017 Symposium 

- AI Now 2017 Report 
Ethical questions of bias and accountability will become even more urgent in the 
context of rights and liberties as AI systems capable of violent force against 
humans are developed and deployed in law enforcement and military contexts.  

 

Peter Asaro has pointed to difficult ethical issues involving how Lethal 
Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS) will detect threats or gestures of 

cooperation, especially involving vulnerable populations. He concludes that AI 
and robotics researchers should adopt ethical and legal standards that maintain 

human control and accountability over these systems. 
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AI NOW 2017 Report 

 

 Bias and inclusion: Bias that AI systems may perpetuate and even amplify 
due to biased training data and faulty algorithms;  

What can we do? 

The AI NOW 2017 Symposium reflecting on policy interventions deeply 
examined the near-term social and economic implications of AI addressing the 
following key issues: 

 Labour Automation: AI and automation impact on labour practices 
(employee hiring, firing and management); 

 Rights and Liberties: How can AI be used to support authoritarianism and 
either supporting or eroding citizens’ rights and liberties in many domains; 

 Ethics and Governance: How ethical codes could be developed in a time of 
political volatility 
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 Recommendations 

A: To whom should we address if (for example) an autonomous vehicle runs 

over a pedestrian? 

ART in ARTificial Intelligence:  
   Accountability, Responsibility, Transparency 

R: System providers are responsible for the clarity of the decision-making. 

T: System developers must guarantee good practices about the right 

 specification, development and deployment of the AI systems.  
To decide whether or not it is preferable  to have the “Human in the Loop” 
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Societies are able to survive and rebuild after economic revolutions!  
But many concrete persons may be crushed in the process  
Our DUTY: do not allow that to happen 

M. Delvaux proposed to the E. Union detailed legislation about civil rights and duties to be 

applied to AI entities, including intelligent robots limited “e-personality”.  

However, Law usually moves more slowly than Technology 

Say YES to some competences delegation! 
Obsolete humans ?  Never! 



 

THANK YOU! 

Eugenio Oliveira 
(Email: eco@fe.up.pt) 

Porto, April 27, 2018 

BE CAREFUL… 


